
CATCHING THE R1 RING w/ CLAVICLE - Lying/Standing. Oct 2018

Turning the base of the neck on the central axis. (PART 1)


Test: LYING WITH BK. 1. Slowly roll your head L and R and feel how much 
this engages, pulls on, your breastbone.


The bottom of your neck is made up of the last cervical vertebra at the base of 
your neck and the first thoracic vertebra at the top of your back. Connected into 
this vertebra on either side, in the back, is your first rib on the right and your first 
rib on the left. These two ribs circle around to connect into the top of your 
breastbone in front. We will call this the R1 ring at the base of your neck. It 
would be like the rim of a beer coaster slid in, front to back, at the base of your 
neck.  Your 2 clavicles on each side, also called your collar bones, start at the top 
of your 2 shoulders. They start with a  connection into the top of your 2 shoulder 
blades in back, and they end on either side of your breastbone in front. Each 
collar bone  connects into to the same place at the top of your breastbone as your 
first rib. We will call these 2 collarbones chopsticks. 

Make sure students have clear image of this thru a drawing or the 
skeleton. Each student should get a brief touch experience of one 
shoulder lifted catching the ring.  

1. Lift one shoulder - then the other.  Which one is easier.  Choose the easier 
shoulder. A) Slightly lift the shoulder with attention on how you are pushing 
same side collar bone (chop stick) into the R1 Ring where the collar bone 
(chopstick) attaches into the sternum and R1 ring.  
Use directing this chopstick from how you are lifting and aiming the other 
end of the chopstick which is attached at the top of the shoulder blade on 
your upper back.  You know when you have engaged the R1 ring because 
your head will be turned simultaneously, instantly away from the lifting 
shoulder as you push the ring with your chopstick. 

Remember to think of this ring at the base of your neck as a beer coaster, 
slid in from the front to the back.  The moment you turn the ring with the 
chopstick, it turns the beer coaster at the base of your neck., which turns 
all the cervical vertebrae in your neck and it turns your head. 




B) Now, to feel the difference,  purposely lift your shoulder without 
engaging the ring.  
Feel how the sternal end of your collar bone, the end of the chopstick that 
is attached to your breastbone, slips over the breastbone a little or slips out 
to the side a little.  Even though this can affect your ribs, it doesn't turn 
the ring or it doesn't turn your head instantly.  Of course, if you lift your 
shoulder high enough, eventually that side of your ribs will roll toward the 
middle and eventually make your head turn.  

C) Now once again, clearly catch the R1 Ring by pushing the end of the 
chop stick into the ring,  and into the breastbone.  Feel that immediately 
turns the beer coaster away and immediately turns your head. REST


2. Repeat #1 catching the ring. Now add  gently turning your head 
toward the lifting shoulder at the same time. ST. What is happening 
where? How does your head and your neck turn one way when the base of 
your neck and your breast bone turn the other way? Then return to 
catching the ring with the head being turned away a few more times. REST


3. Stand. Bring your chosen shoulder forward and  catch the ring.  Do not 
let your other shoulder move at all.  Only the chosen shoulder moves 
forward.  Let your arms hang.  Repeat ST.


4. Repeat #3 but turn head opposite at the same moment you catch the 
ring and turn the beer coaster away.  

5. Repeat #3 but this time allow your head and neck to be turned by the 
R1 Ring you are turning.  

REST in Standing or lying if needed


6. Repeat #3 and allow the other shoulder to move backward only as 
much as it helps you turn your upper spine on its central axis. You do 
not turn your chest and ribs backward.  This means you will be catching 
the ring and turning the base of your neck down its central axis like your 
spine is rotating inside a barbershop poll. How can moving your other 
shoulder backward help this?




Then once again repeat catching the ring, turning the beer coaster, turning 
the base of your neck with the chopstick and your other shoulder does 
not move. Rest on back. 

7. Lying with BK.  Catch the R1 ring again with chopstick and allow the 
other shoulder to press backward against the floor in a way that 
rotates the upper spine on the central axis.  What part of that side 
shoulder blade will you use to do this? Will you press with the back outside 
rim of the shoulder blade, or the middle?  Feel your breastbone rotating in 
the front when you do this.  


8. Lying with long Legs. Now initiate with making the shoulder catch and 
turn the R1 ring while you stabilize your 2 femurs, your 2 long thigh 
bone, starting at your knee, that end in your hip sockets. Press your 
thighs back against the floor,  but otherwise allow the ring to be turned 
so far around to the other side and backwards that your ribs, your 
chest,  the lumbar vertebrae at your low back, and your pelvis get 
turned as well. 

REST.  TRANSFER. Do PL.   ENOUGH? Stand. Shift weight. Walk.  or DO 
THE OTHER SIDE  and/or do Part 2


Part 2
Lying on back. Legs in a wide V.  Arms by sides.
1. The arm of chosen shoulder over head on floor, as straight as is 
comfortable. Back of hand on floor. Reach upward along floor. Other 
long arm, palm down reaches downward. Release. Repeat ST. What 
happens in rest of body? Ribs on each side? How can each hip help? 
Can the hip on the side of the upward reaching arm move up? Can hip 
on the side of the downward reaching arm move down? Rest.

2.  Repeat #1, and add looking at your upward arm hand. You stay on 
your back as much as possible. However you allow your pelvis to 



roll to the side of the up stretched arm to help  You lift your behind 
shoulder as little as possible off the floor. In order to turn to look even 
more at your up stretched hand, you must discover how to roll just your 
rib basket toward the side of the up stretched arm,  Your behind 
shoulder blade stays against the floor as much as possible, along with 
your behind shoulder and downward arm. Your legs must be in a wide 
V, staying on the floor as your pelvis rolls to one side. Your knees do 
not bend.  Even though your pelvis is rolling to one side, your 
straight legs must roll independently on their heels on the floor, 
with the top of your legs, the long bones of your femur moving  
inside your hip sockets. This will make you turn your spine along 
its central axis inside your rib basket.  Take the time explore this 
several times.  Rest.

3.  Repeat. If you need a crutch to help, you can slightly bend the knee 
of the behind leg, using the inside rim of that foot pressing against the 
floor to help roll you toward the side of the up stretched arm. ST.  Then 
see if you can let go of that crutch and do it with a straight rolled inward 
leg. Rest.

4. Find further help for looking up at your hand by allowing the back of 
your neck to arch and shorten, tipping your chin up and sliding the back 
of your head downwards and backwards on the floor as you look at 
your up turned hand. Rest.

5.   Repeat the move, this time with the added challenge of the palm of 
the up stretched arm on the floor instead of the back of the hand. 
ST. Rest.

6.  How are you lying on the floor? Transfer. Rest.

7.  Repeat 1 - 5 on the other side. Rest PL.



8.  Lying - Catch the ring on each side by the smallest raising your 
shoulder.  Do not let your head roll any further than the beer coaster 
turns.

9.  Stand/ arms hang – 
A) Catch the ring both directions. Do not let your spine and ribs turn. 
Stop before that starts to happen.
B) Then, repeat both directions with allowing the ring to  eventually 
turn your spine and ribs, but do not allow your pelvis to turn. 
C) repeat the last move but this time do not stop the turn at the 
pelvis but allow it to go to your ankles. 
D) repeat the last move but this time again stop the turn at your 
pelvis and turn the pelvis in the opposite direction at the same 
time.  Alternate ST.

10. Now cross your elbows. Catch the ring and allow it to become a full 
body turn all the way to your ankles. ST. Repeat other side. Now let 
your arms hang easily again. Catch the ring on one side and turn your 
upper body as you turn your lower body the opposite way at the same 
moment. Repeat other side. Alternate. Feel how you are standing. 
Walk.


